George R.R. Martin’s

logline
When a string of grotesque killings begins to
strike her small city, private detective Randi
Wade becomes suspicious. A serial killer is
taking the skin of its victims and the grisly
murders remind her all too much of her own
father’s death almost twenty years ago. As
the police hit a dead end, Randi goes on a
search for answers of her own... But when a
close friend suddenly becomes a target, he
is forced to reveal a startling secret about
himself and Randi is quickly pulled into a
dark underworld where monsters exist and
prey on the living. From best-selling author,
George R.R. Martin, creator of HBO’s
‘Game of Thrones ,‘ comes this chilling
werewolf tale about a small town with a
terrifying secret and a savage killer with a
taste for more than blood.
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synopsis
It was just another morning for Private
Investigator Randi Wade, until her longtime friend, debt collector Willie
Flambeaux, came knocking on her door
about a brutal murder. Willie's lover,
wheelchair bound Joan Sorenson, was
mutilated in her home the night before.
A murder that is eerily similar to that of
Randi's police officer father, unsolved
after eighteen years. Although a
lycanthrope, Willie believes he may be
the next victim hunted by the only thing
werewolves fear – the mirror… for it
may hold the Skinner, a merciless
hunter that seeks out and skins its
victims. And until recently it was only
dismissed as a ghost story. Randi
reluctantly takes the case, hell-bent on
justice for the serial murders that have
plagued the all but forsaken Gothindustrial city for the past two decades.
Willie is summoned to a meeting with
Jonathan Harmon, an eccentric Lycan
elder who shares the Blackstone Manor
with his mentally questionable son,
Steven; unable to transform as a
werewolf and considered disabled by
his father. Harmon is worried about the
passing of fellow lycanthrope Joan, and
wants Willie to stay at Blackstone until
they can catch whoever did it. His
motives are questionable and Willie
believes he may even be involved in
Joan's murder. Meanwhile, Randi
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Wade is building her case against a
macabre serial killer after two sisters are
skinned alive in their home. One
colleague she confides in is Homicide
detective Mike Rogoff, who ignites a
memory in Randi long buried; that of Roy
Helander, a boy who was prosecuted for
a series of grisly child murders in the
town years ago. Had Roy come back
home after all these years to finish a job
he started years ago? If so, Randi must
to stop him before another innocent
victim is mutilated. Chief of Police Joe
Urquhart, her father's former partner and
best friend, beckons her to drop the
case, drop everything. He tells her that
nothing and no one are what they
seem…
Attacked by an unseen hunter and
increasingly scared for his life, Willie is
forced to reveal his painfully dark
secret to Randi. This isn't about a
blood lust; it's about the skin.
Someone is killing these people for
their skins; and these victims were
werewolves. Willie poses that Roy
Helander has developed a fascination
with the Lycan kind; he believes in
order to become the beast, he must
collect their skins. Randi and Willie go
to Blackstone where they find Roy
Helander in a bodybag… and he's
wearing Joan Sorenson's skin.
Betrayed, in a standoff against Rogoff

and Urquhart, Randi discovers the truth.
Jonathan Harmon took those kids from
years ago up to his estate and fed them to
Steven, in the hopes it would be the cure
to his transformation. Her father got too
close and she's going to end up just like
him. Randi tries to escape, but Rogoff
turns into a werewolf! Beset by guilt,
Urquhart shoots at him and Rogoff tears
him apart. Randi puts a silver bullet in his
head, killing the wolf. Meanwhile, Willie
discovers Steven's hideout and the real
killer. Harmon's experiment only caused
Steven's inadequacies to become amplified,
his emotions distorted, pushing him towards
his ill-fated attempts to take the form of
something even more powerful than a
werewolf, the Skinner. He dons the sweet,
damp skin of his latest victim, growing
hungrier for flesh; for power; for escape,
with each kill… Willie and Steven battle
under moonlight, and although Steven
cannot turn he has the characteristics and
strength of a wolf. But he is not a werewolf
and Willie slays the hunter.
As the city returns to its own sense of
normalcy, Randi awakens to an ominous
warning from Jonathan Harmon and a scar
on her shoulder; left by Mike Rogoff in the
throes of passion between two officers on
the hunt for a serial killer. A tell-tale sign
that consumes Randi with what she may
become; though it may just be the only
thing that saves her and this town…
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Key Character Breakdowns
Randi Wade (Lead, Female): 20's, attractive and sharp private investigator with a confident
exterior protecting a fragile girl. It's not that she doesn't want answers to the savage murders
taking place in her hometown, but rather, she fears what she may find. Her father was
murdered over 18 years ago in a savage attack that remains, to this day, a cold case file with
nobody rushing to solve it. All this amidst rumors of a werewolf society - a once urban legend of
the town that's becoming increasingly less fairytale and lot more living nightmare.

Willie Flambeaux (Lead, Male): middle aged, rough exterior, if not out of shape and
physically unattractive. Sharp but obnoxious softie. Though he works as a debt collector, its he
that always seems to be looking over his shoulder for someone watching him; He can be
intimidating despite his asthma; quick to act, sometimes at his own peril, he is recently overcome
with fear and paranoia he can only express to Randi Wade. She is his confidant and the only
person he can trust after his lover is brutally murdered. But even best friends have secrets and
Willie's may be more than Randi can take.

Jonathan Harmon (Lead Supporting, Male): 60s/70s. The town's wealthy, self-appointed
Patriarch. He runs everything- or did, before the town fell into economic despair. He was the
foundation of a town built on 'Blood and Iron', now living in the gothic, awe-inspiring Blackstone
Manor, a dark mansion atop a hill with wild dogs guarding the premises. Harmon also happens
to be the patriarch of a clandestine werewolf society that does indeed exist. He will do anything
it takes to preserve legacy among his clan and keep its secrets safe.

Steven Harmon (Lead Supporting, Male): middle aged/30s. The son of Jonathan Harmonthe werewolf equivalent of a special needs child. Could never fully transform the way a werewolf
'should'. Jonathan is deeply troubled by his son's affliction, to the point where it is an
embarrassment. He feels the solution is, literally, 'you are what you eat'. Murdering werewolves
(and anyone that stands in his way) and feeding the meat to Steven makes the perfect recipe for
what Stephen has become- a spoiled, socially awkward psychopath hell-bent on becoming 'The
Skinner' – the only thing feared by werewolves; their 'boogie-man', and a creature found only in
their ghost stories until today…
Chief Urquhart (Lead Supporting, Male): 50s. An old poker buddy of Randi's father;
Urquhart is now the chief of police. Loves Randi like a god-daughter but seems to be privy to
information he won't give to Randi in her hunt for a murderer. Is he protecting her or someone
else? Hard-nosed, sentimental and doing his best to keep the town on the saner side of things
as it continues to downward spiral in an economic depression, heightening rumors of werewolves
and conspiracy.
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Mike Rogoff (Supporting, Male): 30s. A Homicide Detective under Chief Urquhart,
Seemingly earnest and takes a liking to Randi Wade when their investigations of murders in
town cross paths. The two support each other until Rogoff finds that Randi is getting too close
to the truth. In a devastating betrayal, Randi finds that Mike Rogoff has been feeding her red
herrings to keep her off the track of his kind, a werewolf willing to kill on behalf of Jonathan
Harmon, to keep their secret safe.

Roy Helander (Supporting, Male): 30s/40s. Reserved, mistrustful. Roy left town years ago
after being prosecuted for a series of child murders and molestations, including that of his own
sister. Recently, Roy came home. Rack it up to bad timing but Roy is now chief suspect in the
recent serial murders of Blackstone. And based on his past and certain circumstantial evidence,
with good reason. But Randi Wade feels there's a lot more to the story than a reboot massacre
from the town's scapegoat
Barry Schumacher (Supporting, Male): 50s/60s. An old friend of Randi's father. Barry is the
editor of 'The Courier', the town's only newspaper, housed in a smog darkened, towering gothdeco structure with Jonathan Harmon's office in the top floor, overlooking the city. One of the
very few Randi can still trust, or at least she can still trust she knows when he's lying to her.
Barry spends his days and most nights behind his desk on the third floor, holding on to what
little life, and truth, there is left in his business. Once passionate, he seemingly hasn't had a
laugh in years and Randi's recent appearance in his office with pointed questions about Joan
Sorenson's murder only makes him uncomfortable.
Sylvia Cooney (Supporting, Female): The town's coroner since Randi can remember, Sylvia is a
big, brusque woman of indeterminate age, built like a cement mixer, her iron-gray hair tied in a tight
bun at the back of her smooth, square face. She's well kept by the institution which pays her to do
her job and will always err in their favor and disclose at their discretion.

The Skinner (Supernatural): Whether it's real or not, it's Steven Harmon's obsessive focus.
Rumor upon rumor, the only thing a werewolf fears besides a silver bullet and a bad sequel is
the mirror. Any mirror, regardless of its size or location, is reminiscent of deep-seeded Lycan
lore…The Skinner: a monster of which werewolf nightmares are made; a merciless, demonic
alpha wolf that seeks to desecrate the flesh of a werewolf- any werewolf, jumping from mirror to
mirror with an undying bloodlust, until it locates its next victim.
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2006

SONS OF FIRE AND ICE: A FEAST OF
CROWS A Feast Of Crows
Quill Award

2000

SONG OF FIRE AND ICE: A STORM OF
SWORDS
Locus Fantasy Award Winner

1998

SONG OF FIRE AND ICE: A CLASH OF
KINGS
Locus Fantasy Award Winner

1997

“BLOOD OF THE DRAGON”
Hugo Award for Best Novella

1996

SONG OF FIRE AND ICE:A GAME OF
THRONES
Locus Fantasy Award Winner

1989

“THE SKIN TRADE”
World Fantasy Award for Best Novella

1988

“THE PEAR-SHAPED MAN”
Bram Stoker Award for Long Fiction

1986

“PORTRAITS OF HIS CHILDREN”
Nebula Award for Best Novelette

1980

“THE WAY OF CROSS AND DRAGON”
Hugo Award for Best Sort Story

1976

“SANDKINGS”
Hugo Award for Best Novelette
Nebula Award for Best Novelette

1975

“A SONG FOR LYA”
Hugo Award for Best Novella

The World Fantasy Awards

An annual, international award given out since 1975 to authors and artists who have
demonstrated outstanding achievement in the field of fantasy. The awards are considered
among the most prestigious in the speculative fiction genre, and can be awarded to any work
falling within the realm of fantasy, a lthough some media are restricted to certain categories.
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George is adored by fans all over the world and is renown for his accessibility and regular
attendance at science fiction and fantasy conventions. He is also involved with his official fan
club, The Brotherhood Without Banners, and has praised them in the past for their gatherings
and philanthropic efforts. Martin is enthusiastic about seeing the dark universe and rich
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mark b. newbauer

ryan colucci

PRODUCER

PRODUCER

Mark B. Newbauer graduated from the renowned film and producer's track at Columbia College,
Chicago just before writing and producing Dreamkiller, winner of the New York International Film
Festival's 'Best of the Fest' award. His executive background includes his work as a wealth
manager at a top-tier global wealth management firm where he attained his Series 7 & 66
licenses and helped structure creative solutions for C-level executives and entrepreneurs.
Newbauer formed Mike The Pike Films in 2002 to package and produce projects with high
production value, taking advantage of on-location resources, in-kind gifts and tax incentives to
allow for maximum production value.

Ryan is an alumnus of the prestigious Peter Stark Producing MFA Program at USC. He received his
BA in Film Studies and Production from Hofstra University, graduating Suma Cum Laude. Before
that he pursued a degree in Accounting from Villanova University and spent a year at Cambridge
University in England studying Economics and Terrorism. He is a member of the Lambda Pi Eta
Communications Honor Society as well as the Gamma Phi Business Honor Society.
He has over ten years of experience in the film industry, having worked in development for
Artisan/Lion's Gate (Blair Witch Project, The Punisher) and Disney (Pirates of the Caribbean, Freaky

In 2009, putting his passion to work, Mark combined Mike The Pike Films with new Intellectual

Friday). In the summer of 2011 he produced the sci-fi thriller White Space starring Holt McCallany,

Property and launched Mike The Pike Productions as a full-spectrum entertainment firm with

which is currently in post-production. Ryan also worked at Snoot Entertainment, where he was a

Feature Film Development & Production, Literary Acquisitions, and Graphic Novel Publishing via

producer on the CG-animated feature Battle for Terra 3D, which premiered at the 2007 Toronto Film

Spokefish, a Graphic Novel partnership between Mike the Pike Productions and Spoke Lane

Festival and was released through Lionsgate nationwide in May of 2009.

Entertainment.

Ryan Colucci, along with acclaimed director Mike Newell, is teaming up with Warner Brothers

Newbauer recently produced White Space, an effects driven sci-fi thriller starring Holt McCallany

Pictures to produce Terry Brooks' Shannara fantasy series (fifteen books in total). Terry is the fourth

and Zulay Henao.

best-selling fantasy author of all time, behind only JRR Tolkien, JK Rawlings and CS Lewis.
Ryan started Spoke Lane Entertainment to produce a variety of genre fare for the publishing and film

Visit Mike The Pike Productions online at www.mtpprods.com.

worlds. The first project out of his banner is the graphic novel Harbor Moon. Financed independently
and produced by Spoke Lane, the werewolf spaghetti western debuted to rave reviews in April of
2011 through Shuster Award-winning publisher Arcana Studio. His follow-up graphic novels, R.E.M.,
Bulderlyns and Chasing Rabbits are currently in production and look to make their debut in 2012 as
part of a joint venture with Mike the Pike Productions.
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